
Restoring a  Classic

This is where we came in and got to know him and his 

business and after a consultation session we set to work 

on some logo concepts that represented the style and 

high quality that is synonymous with classic cars and also 

the 1920s era that Sammy has a fondness with.

Rob at BrandStorm offered me a 
great brand package including logo 

design, business cards and website. He 
listened to my ideas as well as giving his 
own ideas and thoughts on how to improve 
it and came up with a great logo design.*

As part of this branding project, we looked at a new set 

of business cards and stationery as well as a brand new 

website and also a presentation pack. By keeping the 

brand look consistent throughout, he now has a distinctive 

and recognisable look to his business with a retro 1920s 

style harping back to the “golden era” of motoring.

The new professional look has not only given him the 

confidence to target and approach his ideal clients, it 

has also opened doors that has allowed him to pitch for 

some larger contracts looking after some prestigious 

motor collections. Sammy has since secured contracts 

with auction house Bonhams and also Mercedes Benz 

Private Collection.

Along with new business cards and 
also our new website, I now have 

consistent and professional looking brand 
and business and would recommend Rob  
to anyone.*

We continue to work with Sammy on a regular basis 

ensuring everything he produces is on brand and on 

message and have also helped him set up a sideline 

venture - The Car Sanctuary.

Sammy Denyer has a wealth of experience and has made a name for himself  in 
the world of restoring, maintaining and modifying classic and prestigious motor 
vehicles. Now with a dedicated facility, he wanted to up  his game to attract his 
target client base - established auction houses.

How we’ve helped...

*Quotes from Sammy Denyer - Owner, Denyer Classic Cars

If you feel your business could benefit 
from a rebrand and want to work 
with a dedicated branding and design 
expert then simply 

get in touch today
01420 377017 / 07813 676956

Creative strategies with the power to disrupt - www.brandstorm.agency

"mailto:rob@brandstorm.agency"

